MLA Helps BCS Owner Set New Direction
A Moment of Desperation
Doug remembers it like it was yesterday. “I
was sitting in the back of our family SUV while
my wife and son took turns driving,” he recalls.
“We were heading out west for our vacation,
and was trying to finish this report before we
arrived. It was awful.”

work that’s too small for the big firms, but still
requires an ODOT certification.
The FAR is ODOT’s way of verifying that a
contractor is both qualified to perform large
scale projects and is not charging excessive
prices for that work. “My experience working
for big firms puts me in the unique place of
being qualified,” Doug says. “And I’ve got a
great team that helps me deliver.”
Larger firms have teams that help them
manage the administrative overhead. And they
combine government work with other, more
lucrative private contracts. But Doug was the
only person at BCS working on the report, and
he knew he needed to broaden his customer
base to grow his firm.

That was the point where Doug Briggs decided
something had to change. Doug is the owner
of Briggs Creative Solutions (BCS), a 10 person
engineering, surveying and right-of-way survey
firm in Mason OH. And the report was his
annual Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR)
report for the Ohio Department of
Transportation (ODOT).

And there’s a need for his services. “Our
experience and status with ODOT means we
can help private property owners and small
developers,” Doug points out. “They often run
afoul of a government project but can’t get a
straight answer on how to resolve the
problem. That’s where we can help.”

The FAR report is no small thing. It allows BCS
to maintain an “unlimited” contractor status
with ODOT. That means he can work on any
ODOT related project in the state of Ohio.
“That status is our bread and butter,” Doug
says. “It means we can provide proposals on

But maintaining the financial reports to satisfy
the FAR took too much of his time. “If we
don’t maintain our unlimited status, it reduces
our possible market,” Doug says. “But,
completing the report was keeping me from
finding new customers.” Doug was stuck.
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Doug was experiencing something many
business owners feel: the burden of working in
the business was preventing him from working
on the business. This was creating real anxiety
as Doug struggled to find any margin to make
progress toward these larger goals.
That vacation road trip began seemed to
symbolize the direction of his firm. But how
could Doug get out of the back seat and back
behind the wheel?

A Conversation at the Gym
Doug knew he needed help, but who should he
ask? Then an opportunity came up while
working out. Doug had begun chatting with
Gary Wilkins, who worked for MLA Companies.

payroll reports Doug had into the categories
the FAR report required while still maintaining
regular payroll compliance. Gary would oversee
this part of the Engagement.
The second part of the plan was to rework
Doug’s QuickBooks so that his chart of
accounts and expense tracking allowed a
standard Trial Balance report to fit the
categories ODOT needed. All this was done
while maintaining GAAP best practices and
positioning BCS for future growth.
Gary introduced Doug to Bob Lynch, another
member of the MLA Team, who would oversee
this part of the project.
The goal, as stated from the beginning, was to
free up Doug’s time from the administrative
load so he could focus on broadening his
customer base. Doug needed to reach those
people who needed his unique skills and
qualifications. MLA would create the margin
he needed to pursue this strategic growth.
“Partnering with MLA was a huge burden
lifted,” Doug says.

“I’m an engineer, so I expect things to
Gary and Doug began conversing after realizing
their kids went to the same Christian high
school. And they learned they had both been
trumpet players in their younger years. Gary
had told Doug briefly about his work at MLA,
so this time Doug asked Gary if he could help
him with his financial reporting needs.

be precise. And my faith means that I
have to live out my ethics, even if no
one is looking. I was confident MLA
understood these concerns, and shared
my convictions.”

Gary listened to the problem, and told Doug he
was confident MLA could help. They set up a
discovery meeting at Doug’s oﬃce, which
included other team members from MLA.
From those conversations, they formulated a
plan for moving ahead.

Doug was facing a second challenge shared by
many MLA clients. The specific needs of his
business went beyond the standard small
business services available. But, BCS was too
small to justify the investment in a larger ERP
system such as Deltek or an expanded service
from ADP like Workforce Now.

That plan involved two components. First, the
largest expense category on the FAR report was
payroll. That required categorizing the ADP

MLA was able to provide the tailored solution
Doug needed to bridge the gap.
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Doing the Work
After those meetings, the MLA Team got down
to work. The FAR report is due July 1, and the
previous year’s books had to be closed before
the report could be compiled. That meant
there was limited time to work out the
processes needed before the clock started
running toward the filing deadline.

Meanwhile, Bob Lynch began to work through
the chart of accounts. This included
recategorizing expenses, and correcting debt
and loan accounts. That work culminated in a
new numbering system that addressed the
need for new payroll and expense accounts
while preserving the structure Doug needed to
complete the ODOT report.
All this work had an unexpected benefit as
well. When COVID hit in 2020, Doug was
quickly able to assess whether to apply for a
PPP loan based on his confidence in his payroll
and other expense categories and determine
whether it was viable for BCS or not.
“It was a huge help to know someone else
knew my books and could verify my view of
things,” Doug said. Doug has a bookkeeper and
CPA, but their limited perspective couldn’t give
him the assurance he was looking for.

The first challenge was developing a method
for categorizing payroll. Doug had created
excel sheets in the past that tried to calculate
the categorized hours by each employee. But
there was always something that just didn’t
add up.

“I estimate I was spending 30% of my
time managing the financials,” Doug
reflects. “Now that time has been cut
way down. I’m just checking it’s right,
and sending it along.”

“There were too many contingencies and
different types of projects,” Doug recalls. “The
excel formulas were getting ridiculous.”
MLA took a different approach. Gary worked
with the MLA Accounting Support team to take
the payroll detail from each two week payperiod and categorized each entry. They then
created a pivot table to give the category totals
as we incrementally built the report
throughout the year.
This approach allowed Doug to check the
process against his sense of where his team’s
time was being spent while it was happening.
“It helped a great deal to see the categorization
real-time while the work was still fresh in my
mind,” Doug said.

The additional time MLA had created for Doug
allowed him to manage his team during
COVID, and even see an increase in revenue
over 2019. “A lot of projects went ahead, even
while things were shut down,” Doug says. “We
were able to stay busy and safe and MLA’s help
was invaluable in our decision making.”
Now Doug was beginning to experience the
benefits of the work MLA had done. Instead of
dreading the upcoming ODOT report, he was
looking forward to getting it done and
focusing on serving clients who needed his
specific expertise.
The discipline brought by MLA had created
new growth opportunities for BCS.
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For the Good of the Order
Today, Doug is confident in maintaining his
unlimited status as an ODOT contractor. The
FAR Report that used to consume hours every
week and be a rush to the deadline requires
only a few hours to assemble and verify.
“What used to be months is now done in
weeks, and what used to take days is now
done in hours,” Doug observes. “I know what
I’m submitting is right, but its not costing me
the opportunity to grow my business.”
Growing his business is important, and not just
to Doug. “We can help a lot of clients who
would not be helped somewhere else,” he
observes. “We’re small enough to be flexible
and responsive, but our unlimited status
means we can pitch in when a big project
would get bogged down.”

“He admitted it was a small detail, but then
told me they use our report to train new
auditors,” Doug said. “We’re small enough they
can get a grasp of the whole process, but we
also have a reputation for getting it right. It’s
good to know we are contributing something
to the good of the order.”
The days of anxiety and stress about the
business spilling into family vacations are over.
In fact, Doug’s wife and son are now working
with him at BCS. “My son is graduating with
his engineering degree this spring,” Doug says.
“And my wife has moved her web design work
inside BCS.” Briggs Creative Solutions is on its
way to being a multi-generational, multiservice family business.

In addition to keeping huge infrastructure
projects on track, Doug and the team at BCS
can help private property owners and small
developers resolve issues with ODOT. “They’ll
get an application turned down with no real
explanation or recourse,” Doug states. “With
our experience, we can identify the problem
and help them design a work-around.
Doug is looking forward to the opportunities
ahead. “There are still challenges we need to
overcome,” he says. “But now I’ve got the time
to think about them, and work towards the
future.”

“We’re a small firm, but we make a big
difference,” Doug observes. “Sometimes
you need someone who can get there
quickly and resolve the problem. That’s
what BCS can do.”
But there’s other way Doug and BCS are
contributing to the ongoing work of ODOT. In
a previous year, Doug had received a query on
a $50 expense. After answering the concern,
Doug asked the inspector if there was a bigger
problem he needed to be aware of. The
answer he got surprised him.

Working toward the future is the reward with
its clients MLA enjoys most. Once we’ve
helped them move from anxiety to
opportunity, we often find they have more
they want to do.
That’s when the MLA Business Redeemed
Process can begin again. But this time we’ve
got a positive outcome behind us which gives
you greater confidence to face the road ahead.
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OUR TEAM
Let our team be the difference in your business. Whether utilizing our finance, business solutions or
strategic services, MLA believes they all lead to one place, helping you steward the organization you lead
with confidence. MLA knows that along the way you will need doers, planners, guides, and even a shoulder
to lean on. Our team stands ready to provide what you need. Make MLA your trusted advisor.

Gary Wilkins, Principle
Gary Wilkins is a
Strategic Principal for
MLA. His work combines
a lifelong passion for
organizational and team
effectiveness with
ongoing research and
application.
Gary serves as the Chair of MLA’s Board of Advisors
and leads internal initiatives, in addition to his work
with MLA clients.
Gary’s work with MLA focuses on how organizational
culture affects leadership initiatives and transitions.
He has previously served non-profits and
entrepreneurs with marketing communications,
organizational development and multi-media
products.
Prior to joining MLA, Gary served as teaching pastor
at a Dayton-area church. His combination of
ministry, business and non-profit experience positions
him to serve MLA’s team members and clients as a
researcher, consultant and coach.
Gary has a Doctor of Ministry at The Southern Baptist
Theological Seminary in Louisville, Ky. His research
focused on aligning the current awareness of culture
with biblical values and theology.
This research has contributed to the development of
MLA’s vision of Business Redeemed. He continues to
write and explore the relationships between faith,
business and community on two different blogs,
FaithCulture.org and RedemptiveLeader.com.
Gary and his wife live in Maineville, Ohio. They have
three college-aged children.

Bob Lynch, Principal
Bob Lynch is a Financial
Principal at MLA with
expertise in strategic
financial leadership. His
experience in process and
cost analysis makes him a
valuable partner in scaling
financial controls to
match company growth.
This includes moving companies to ERP (enterprise
resource planning) systems.
Bob supports clients who seek a senior level
professional with a broad scope of experience and
expertise in the financial field. His experience over the
last 30 years has helped him develop expertise in
banking, compliance, risk management, turnaround
management, cash flow improvement and financial
forecasting.
Prior to joining MLA, Bob worked as an independent
chief financial oﬃcer through Strategic Financial
Leadership; as an outsource CFO for The Lumley
Group; and as director of business operations and
director of finance for Crossroads Community Church
in Cincinnati.
Bob also has served as vice president, treasurer and
director of operations for a startup conference and
retreat center, and as vice president and treasurer for
a commercial property management and service
company, where he established the accounting and
budgeting system and helped in the eventual sale of
the businesses.
Bob is a certified management accountant and a
certified financial manager, as well as a certified fraud
examiner. He is married, has two children, and lives in
Loveland, Ohio.
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